During 2012, advances in psychological science made the news — a lot. From research on foreign languages and time perception to facial expressions and awe, dozens of media outlets in the US and around the globe reported on studies published in APS journals. The media coverage of four *Psychological Science* studies is highlighted below.


**“Why Police Officers Can Forget,”** March 13, 2012

**“The Foreign-Language Effect: Thinking in a Foreign Tongue Reduces Decision Biases”** by Boaz Keysar, Sayuri L. Hayakawa, and Sun Gyu An. (June 2012; 23, 661-668)

**“Foreign Languages and Thinking: Oprima Dos for Better Cognition,”** May 8, 2012

**“How Knowing a Foreign Language Can Improve Your Decisions,”** July 3, 2012

**“How Well Do We Really Remember a Crime Scene?”** March 15, 2012

**“El Cansancio y Los Encuentros Agresivos Afectan la Memoria de los Policías (Tiredness and Aggressive Encounters Affect Police Officers’ Memory),”** March 25, 2012

**“Memory Hit by Physical Exertion,”** March 14, 2012
“Awe Expands People’s Perception of Time, Alters Decision Making, and Enhances Well-Being” by Melanie Rudd, Kathleen D. Vohs, and Jennifer Aaker. (October 2012; 23, 1130-1136)

“The Telegraph
“Jaw-Dropping Moments Really Do Make Time Appear to Stand Still,” July 22, 2012

“The Sydney Morning Herald
“Awe Therapy ‘Could Make Us Nicer’,” July 23, 2012

“Pressed for Time? Take a Moment to Feel Awe,” July 23, 2012

“Grin and Bear It: Smiling May Reduce Stress,” August 10, 2012

“Si Vous Vous Sentez Stressé, Souriez! (If You Feel Stressed, Smile),” August 3, 2012

“Grin and Bear It: The Influence of Manipulated Facial Expressions on the Stress Response” by Tara L. Kraft and Sarah D. Pressman. (November 2012; 23, 1372-1378)

“Smiling May Reduce Stress Levels,” July 30, 2012


“Press for Time? Take a Moment to Feel Awe,” July 23, 2012

“Jaw-Dropping Moments Really Do Make Time Appear to Stand Still,” July 22, 2012

“Smiling May Reduce Stress Levels,” July 30, 2012

“Grin and Bear It: Smiling May Reduce Stress,” August 10, 2012

“Si Vous Vous Sentez Stressé, Souriez! (If You Feel Stressed, Smile),” August 3, 2012

“Grin and Bear It: The Influence of Manipulated Facial Expressions on the Stress Response” by Tara L. Kraft and Sarah D. Pressman. (November 2012; 23, 1372-1378)